Longer days, top and bottom
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Funeral Mass took place on Wednesday. Barbara will
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be very much missed by all in Three Patrons.
daylight. It’s bright these days leaving home at 7am.
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Maybe my
imagination is running away with me. But
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or
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a difference
between sunrise in Dublin and West Kerry?
25 March from 7.30pm-9.00pm in St Columba’s
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Kerry gets an extra 10 to 15 minutes extra daylight in the
Room in the basement of 49 Rathgar Road.
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In four weeks
we’ll be138
putting
clocks Street,
forward. Dublin
It available
seems with Brexit we’ll be holding on to the practice of Finance Committee has published the Three
changing the clocks in March and October. In winter it Patrons’ financial statement for the years 2017 and
will be GMT and in summer GMT plus one. Have you 2018. Copies are available at the back of the Church,
noticed there is a move away from GMT, Greenwich
and the statement is also published on the website.
Mean Time, to UCT, Universal Coordinated Time? A
good table quiz question – ‘How many time zones are Radio Maria Ireland is now available via TV on
there? There
30v/0are more than 24. And just in case you the Saorview Channel 210. Join the growing
forget what to do with your clock. Remember it’s ‘spring listenership family for daily Mass, prayer, lively
forward’ and ‘fall back’. Then again, most time-pieces chat, music, testimonies, youth programmes and
these days, change automatically.
events.

My mother’s joy at the days getting longer is one of my
abiding memories of her. Simple. Wonderful too.
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Caring for Others Due to the number of colds and flu

lbskindly
by Frremind
DonalourNeary
around, we would
parishioners that during

Parish Pastoral Council next meeting takes place this
Monday 2nd March at 7.30pm in 49 Rathgar Road.
FCJ Bicentenary Lecture will take place on Wednesday
18th March 2020 from 7.30-9.30pm in Kimmage Parish
Hall Whitehall Road. Eircode D12 F785. The title is
‘Walking
a
Climate
Pilgrimage!’
Contact
susanboyce14@gmail.com for further details.

the sign of peace it is fine to simply smile, wave, or bow to
other to convey Christ’s peace to them.
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